
Rapid Stop Barrier

Protect pedestrians at events

Australia is home to many great events each year,
attracting massive crowds. Unfortunately, these
events are sometimes a target for terrorism.

In this day and age, event management teams have to go
the extra mile to be sure crowds are safe, and are able to
be efficiently evacuated if there is an emergency.

PROTECT PEDESTRIANS AT EVENTS

That’s why our fleet at Road Safety Rental offers the Rapid
Stop Barrier. These temporary barriers for hire stop
vehicles in their tracks, and are fully portable. They offer
event managers a proven solution to mitigate the risk of
hostile and errant vehicle entry into events or work zone
areas.

The product has been designed to offer maximum
protection, quick deployment and peace of mind for event
organisers and patrons for any sizeable event or festival.

Benefits of choosing the Rapid Stop Barrier include:

RELIABLE

This type of temporary errant vehicle protection for rent
has been independently crash tested to confirm it can stop
a 2270kg pickup travelling at 60km/h. For full details refer
to NATA test report 21140 01.

UNOBTRUSIVE

Rapid Stop Barrier is unobtrusive and allowing free flow of
foot traffic through the system, even allowing easy access
for prams and wheelchairs. It does not inhibit the timely
evacuation of pedestrians in case of an emergency.

COMPLETELY PORTABLE

Our hostile vehicle protection for hire is freestanding and
unanchored, which allows easy installation for temporary
applications - the only requirement is a flat surface!

https://www.roadsafetyrental.com.au/


DISABLED AND EMERGENCY ACCESS

Rapid Stop Barrier's low height module allows for easy
disabled access, whilst the innovative gate solution
simplifies emergency services ingress and egress

Fully crash tested with a 2270kg vehicle at 60km/h
PAS Rating: N1G - 48 (2500kg 4x4 Dual Cab Pickup)
@48kph
Portable
Protects pedestrians, outdoor diners and assets
Allows pedestrian flow
Stops errant vehicles
Easy, quick installation
Affordable


